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Proctor defined combinatorially a family of Laurent Polynomials, called odd
 .symplectic Schur functions, indexed by pairs l, c , where l is partition and c is a
 .column length of l. A conjecture of Proctor In¨ent. Math. 92, 1988, 307]332
includes the statement that the odd symplectic Schur functions are actually
 .characters of Sp 2n q 1, C . The purpose of the present note is to prove this.
Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The interplay between combinatorics and representation theory of clas-
sical groups has attracted considerable attention over recent years and has
shed new light to both areas. One significant such interrelation is repre-
w xsented by Schensted's algorithm Sch . Consider the general linear group
 .GL n, C , where C is the field of complex numbers, acting in the usual
manner on the tensor space V mr, where V s Cn. Schensted's algorithm
combinatorially mimmicks the decomposition of V mr into irreducible
 .GL n, C -modules.
w xBerele Be1 found an analog of Schensted's algorithm that corresponds
to the decomposition of V mr into irreducibles under the action of the
 . w xsymplectic group Sp 2n, C . This was used by Sundaram Sun1, Sun2 to
obtain new branching rules and bijective proofs of Cauchy type identities
 .for Sp 2n, C .
w xProctor Pr2 found an analog of Schensted's algorithm for the odd
 . symplectic groups Sp 2n q 1, C and more generally for the intermediate
 .symplectic groups Sp C that reduce to Schensted's and Berele's2 n, m
.algorithm in the extreme cases n s 0 and m s 0, respectively . Motivated
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by the output of the new algorithm, he defined a family of Laurent
w xpolynomials, called ``odd symplectic Schur functions'' Pr1 and showed
that they behave like characters as they satisfy a number of interesting
properties usually expected of characters, including generalizations of
w xclassical branching rules and Giambelli type identities Pr1]Pr3 . He
w x  w xconjectured in Pr1, Conjecture 5.1 see also Pr2, Conjecture 7.1 for a
.  .generalization to the intermediate symplectic groups that: i the odd
 .symplectic Schur functions are actually characters of Sp 2n q 1, C -
 . mrmodules and these that have a nice weight basis, and ii V , where
2 nq1  .V s C , has a filtration by Sp 2n q 1, C -modules such that each
consecutive factor is an indecomposable module that has a nice weight
basis and character some odd symplectic Schur function. We will be more
.precise in the next section.
w x  .In Pr1, Theorem 2.1 the special case of i corresponding to trace-free
 .representations was proved. The purpose of this note is to establish ii in
general.
Many thanks are due to the referee for the careful reading of the paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w xWe recall from Pr1 the notion of odd symplectic Schur functions.
Let V be a finite dimensional C-vector space equipped with a skew
 :symmetric bilinear form , : V = V ª C of maximal possible rank. The
 .  .  :symplectic group Sp V is the subgroup of GL V that preserves , . If
V is even dimensional one obtains the usual symplectic groups. Here we
are interested in the odd dimensional case. So let dim V s 2n q 1 in
 4which case there is a basis e , e , . . . , e , e , e of V such that the1 1 n n nq1
 :corresponding matrix of , is
0 1
y1 0
. . . .
0 1 0y1 0
0
 .Then Sp V is isomorphic to
0
.Sp 2n , C . . .
0 0
) ??? ) z
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where )'s and z / 0 are complex numbers. This group is denoted by
 . w x  .Sp 2n q 1, C . As noted in Pr1 , Sp 2n q 1, C is not reductive, the
indecomposables are no longer indexed by partitions as with the usual
w x.classical groups We , and characters do not determine uniquely represen-
tations.
 .A partition is a sequence l s l , . . . , l of integers satisfying l G1 m 1
 .??? G l G 0. The shape of l s l , . . . , l is pictured as a left justifiedm 1 m
diagram consisting of l boxes in the i-both row, i s 1, . . . , m.i
 4Fix the set B s 1, 1, . . . , n, n, n q 1 with the ordering 1 - 1 - ??? -
n - n - n q 1. A tableau of shape l is a filling of l with entries from B.
 .A standard tableau of shape l is a tableau of shape l such that: a the
 .entries in each row strictly increase from left to right, and b the entries in
 .each column weakly increase from top to bottom. An n, 1 -symplectic
tableau of shape l is a standard tableau of shape l that satisfies
 .the additional condition: c the entries in the ith column are all G i.
The reader will note that we are working with the transpose conditions
w x .of Pr1 .
 .A marked partition is a pair l, c , where l is a partition and c is the
 .  .length of some column of l. If T is an n, 1 symplectic tableau, let T i
denote the number of entries of T that are equal to i, i g B. We can now
w x  .define Proctor's odd symplectic Schur functions Pr1 : Let l, c be a
marked partition and define the Laurent polynomial
T 1.yT 1. T n.yT n. T nq1.sp x ; z [ x ??? x z , . l, c 1 n
T
 .where the sum ranges over all n, 1 -symplectic tableaux T of shape l such
that the last entry in the first c rows of T is equal to n q 1.
Our main result is the following.
 . THEOREM 1. Let l, c be a marked partition. Then there is an Sp 2n q 1,
.  .C -module L that has character sp x; z . Moreo¨er, L has a weightl, c l, c l, c
 .basis indexed by the n, 1 -symplectic tableaux described in the definition of
 .sp x; z .l, c
Here, weights are with respect to the action of the diagonal matrices
 y1 y1 .  .diag t , t , . . . , t , t , t g Sp 2n q 1, C .1 1 n n nq1
We construct the L explicitly in the next section.l, c
wThe special case of Theorem 1 for c s 0 was established in Pr1,
xTheorem 2.1 . As proved by Proctor, this case has the added feature that
the corresponding modules have a nice description as trace-free modules
 w x.analogous to the classical groups see We . We will obtain the general
case by applying a filtration argument to a submodule of L that is basedl, 0
on the straightening law of L that we establish in the next section.l, 0
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .If l is a partition, L will denote the Schur module for GL 2n q 1, Cl
Äw xdefined as in ABW . This is an irreducible module with highest weight l,
the transpose partition of l, with respect to the action of the diagonal
 .maximal torus of GL 2n q 1, C . Recall that it is defined as the image of a
 .particular GL 2n q 1, C map
d : Ll1V m ??? m LlmV ª S V m ??? m S V ,Ä Äl l l1 q
Ä Ä Ä t .  .where l s l , . . . , l , and L V resp. S V stands for the t th exterior1 q t
 .resp. symmetric power of V.
Let N be the subspace of L spanned by all elements of the forml, 0 l
d x m ??? m x n v 1 m ??? m x n v 1 9 m ??? m x , .  . . l 1 i a j a m
a
n .  .  .where  v 1 m v 1 9 s  e m e y e m e is the image of v sa a a is1 i i i i
n 2 2 l t e n e g L V under the diagonalization L V ª V m V, x g L Vis1 i i t
 . lty1 l jy1  .t / i, j x g L V, x g L V. This is an Sp 2n q 1, C submodule ofi j
L and we definel
L s L rN ,l, 0 l l , 0
 . which is an Sp 2n q 1, C -module. In fact L is isomorphic to the duall, 0Äl w xof Proctor's V Pr1 , which works with subspaces of L rather than0 l
quotients. However, we need quotients in order to have a straightening law
.on L .l, 0
We need some notation: If T is any tableau of shape l, let e be theT
corresponding element of Ll1V m ??? m LlmV, e s e n ??? n e m eT T T T11 1 l 211n ??? n m ??? e , where T is the entry of T located in the ith row andT i jm lm w xjth column. The following result is well known ABW, Sect. II.2 : The set
  . < 4d e T standard tableau of shape l is a C-basis of L . A simplel T l
w xinspection of the proof in ABW of the previous result reveals the
following.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Suppose T is a tableau of shape l. Write d e s  r d e ,l T a a l Ta
where the T are distinct standard tableaux and for each a, r / 0. Thena a
 .  .  .1 T i s T i for all i g B and for all a;a
 .2 If T has an n q 1 located on row t, then each T has at least onea
n q 1 located on or below row t.
Now let p : L ª L rN s L be the canonical projection. By mim-l l l, 0 l, 0
 . w x icking word for word! the argument of Ma with the added simplifica-
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tions coming from the fact that here we are working with a field of
. w x  .characteristic zero or Be1 , one proves part 1 of the next theorem. The
point is that the appearance of the extra basis element e of V makesnq1
w x w xno difference in the proof of Be1 or Ma , because the invariant 2-form is
n  .still  e m e y e m e .is1 i i i i
 .THEOREM 3. Let T be a standard tableau of shape l that is not n, 1 -
symplectic. Then
 .   . . .  .1 Sp 2n q 1 , C Straightening Law In L , the element p d el, 0 l T
 .can be expressed as a Z-linear combination of elements p d e , where the Tl T aa
 .are n, 1 -symplectic tableaux of shape l.
 .  .  .2 Suppose p d e s  r p d e , where the T are distinctl T a a l T aa
 .  .  .n, 1 -symplectic tableaux of shape l and each r / 0. Then i T n q 1 sa a
 .  .T n q 1 , for each a, and ii If T has an n q 1 on row t, then each T hasa
an n q 1 located on or below row t.
 .   . <  . 43 The set p d e T n, 1 -symplectic tableau of shape l is al T
C-basis of L .l, 0
 . .  .  .For part 2 i we remark that, unlike Lemma 2, the assertion T i s T ia
is not true in general for arbitrary i g B.
 .Part 2 of Theorem 3 is a simple observation on the explicit form of the
w x w x  .  .algorithm of Be1 , Ma that yields 1 . Part 3 follows at once from part
 . w x1 and the fact Pr1, Theorem 2.1 that the dimension of L equals thel, 0
 .number of n, 1 -symplectic tableaux of shape l.
Utilizing Theorem 3, we now construct the desired representations Ll, c
 .of Sp 2n q 1, C .
 .Fix a marked partition l, c and a non-negative integer d such that
c q d F m, where m is the length of l, i.e., the number of nonzero rows,
 . l s l , . . . , l with l / 0. Let S be the set of sequences I s i -1 m m c, d 1
.??? - i of positive integers satisfying i F m. We put on S thecqd cqd c, d
reverse lexicographic ordering which is denoted by F . As usual I - J
.  .means I F J and I / J. For example, in S we have I - J, if I s 2, 31, 1
 .and J s 1, 4 . With the previous notation we give:
 .DEFINITION 4. i Let X be the subspace of L spanned by thecqd l, 0
 .  .n, 1 -symplectic tableaux of shape l that satisfy T n q 1 G c q d.
 .  .  .ii For I s i , . . . , i g S , let X i , . . . , i be the sub-1 cqd c, d cqd 1 cqd
 .space of X spanned by the n, 1 -symplectic tableaux of shape l thatcqd
have one n q 1 on each of the rows i , . . . , i .1 cqd
 .  .  .iii Let Y I be the subspace  X I of X , andcqd J g S , J F I cqd cqdc, dÇ  .  .let Y I be the subspace  X I of X .c, d J g S , J - I cqd cqdc, d
 .  . .  .By Lemma 2 1 and Theorem 3 2 i , X is an Sp 2n q 1, C -module.cqd
 .  . .  .  .By Lemma 2 2 and Theorem 3 2 ii , Y I is an Sp 2n q 1, C -module.cqd
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Ç Ç .  .  .  .Also Y I is an Sp 2n q 1, C -module since Y I s Y I9 forcqd cqd cqd
  . some I9 g S. Note, however, that X I is not necessarily an Sp 2n qcqd
. .  .  .1, C -module. Thus the Y I , for I g S , provide an Sp 2n q 1, C -cqd c, d
filtration on X .cqd
Ç .  .  .Let p: Y I ª Y I rY I be the canonical projection.cqd cqd cqd
Suppose now that c / 0 and I g S has the particular form I sc, d
 .1, 2, . . . , c, i , . . . , i . We then have the following result.cq1 cqd
 .  .LEMMA 5. With the pre¨ious notation, let Tab I be the set of n, 1 -l
 .  .  .symplectic tableaux T of shape l such that i T n q 1 s c q d and ii T
has an n q 1 in each of the rows 1, 2, . . . , c, i , . . . , i . Then the setcq1 cqd
Ç  . <  .4  .  .pp d e T g Tab I is a C-basis of Y I rY I .l l l cqd cqd
Ç .  .Proof. It follows from the definitions that Y I rY I is spannedcqd cqd
 .  .by the elements pp d e where T runs over those n, 1 -symplecticl T
 .  .tableaux satisfying T n q 1 G c q d and condition ii of Lemma 5. We
 .  .first show that we may assume T n q 1 s c q d. Suppose T n q 1 ) c
q d. So T has an extra n q 1 located in a row j / 1, 2, . . . , c, i , . . . , i .cq1 cqd
Let J g S be the sequence obtained by putting the elements of the setc, d
 4  4.  41, 2, . . . , c, i , . . . , i j j y 1 in increasing order. Since c / 0, itcq1 cqd
Ç .  .  .is easy to see that J - I. Hence p d e T g Y I and so pp d e s 0.l T cqd l T
Ç  . <  .4  .  .So pp d e T g Tab I is a spanning set for Y I rY I . Nowl T l cqd cqd
 .from the definitions and Theorem 3 3 , it follows that the previous span-
ning set is linearly independent.
 .Finally, let l, c be a marked partition with c / 0, and define
ÇL s Y I rY I , .  .[ [l, c cqd cqd /
d I
where I g S runs over all elements of the form I s 1, 2, . . . , c,c, d
.i , . . . , i , and d takes the values 0, 1, . . . , m y c, where m is thecq1 cqd
length of l. By taking the union of the bases of Lemma 5, we see that Ll, c
 .has a basis indexed by the n, 1 -symplectic tableaux of shape l that have
an n q 1 in each of the last boxes of the first c rows. Moreover, if
 .  .g s diag t , . . . , t g GL 2n q 1, C is a diagonal matrix, it follows1 2 nq1
w x  .  . T 1.from the definition of d in ABW that gd e s d ge s t ???l l T l T 1
T 2 nq1.  . t d e for each standard tableau T. Consequently since p and p2 nq1 l T
y1 y1 . .  .are Sp 2n q 1, C -maps we have for g s diag t , t , . . . , t , t , t g1 1 n n nq1
T 1.yT 1. T n.yT n. .  .  .Sp 2n q 1, C that gpp d e s pp d ge s t ??? tl T l T 1 n
T nq1.  .t pp d e . Thus our basis for L is a weight basis, and conse-nq1 l T l, c
quently the character of L is the odd symplectic Schur functionl, c
 .sp x, z . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.l, c
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 .Remarks. 1 By considering various direct summands in L , notel, c
 .that we have produced finer characters of Sp 2n q 1, C than the
 .sp x; z . For example, the sum of the monomials that correspond to Tl, c
 .satisfying T n q 1 s c q d for c and d fixed, where c / 0, is a character.
 .2 It follows from Theorem 1 that L s 0 for l ) n q 1.l, c 1
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